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forty-three feet high, and the noble sculptures of Yung-
kang and Lung-men were being made, a reminder to all
men of other-worldly peace in the midst of turmoil and
travail-pains. Of painting, alas! almost nothing remains—
but enough to prove that China had risen to mastery in
this field also.
The scroll of the 'Admonitions of the Lady Historic
by Ku K'ai-chih, painted in the fourth century and il
strating a third-century book, is a superb work. Whetl
it is an early copy or an original, this great masterpic
shows to what good effect the brush was being wielde
Earlier than the greatest of the Ajanta frescoes, this is t
work of a master. Over eleven feet long, it has eig
scenes, which no one who sees them can forget. They t
tales familiar to ancient China, the brave lady of the Coi
confronting a bear, who is seen rushing towards t
emperor; another, equally brave, refusing to ride in 1
palanquin; a toilet scene of great elegance, and so on. O
has interesting architectural details, and one a primiti
landscape, very naive in contrast to the finished and mate
painting of the figures, stately and tall princesses, clad
flowing robes, which speak of a high civilization.
In actual beauty, modulated brush line, ravishingly sweet ;
confident in power, no painting of later ages surpasses this [wri
Laurence Binyon of this work]. It is suave and tender, yet nei
soft or weak; firm and precise, yet never dry. The calligrap]
element is there, as in all Chinese painting; but there is also lifefil
ness and marrow. How beautifully felt is the action of the hai
of the tall maiden knotting up the veil of hair in the toilet scei
How delightfully realized the boy struggling on his nurse's kne
How one feels pride, courage, and will in the attitude of the la
who faces the raging bear! How the bearers groan and stnigj
under the weight of the palanquin bearing the serene Emperor!1
It was said of this great artist that he excelled in poet]
in painting, and in folly. Laurence Binyon quotes a go<
saying attributed to him: *It is easier to illustrate the veri
The hand sweeps the four strings of the lute than this otih
1 Pointing in the Far East, pp. 42-3.

